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Abstract—Various techniques of sound source separation have
been proposed. Generally, they may try to separate and extract
all the sound sources included in observed signals. On some
applications, e.g., speech recognition systems, it requires to
extract only desired sound sources, and other sound sources
are not important. Hence, it is useful a system that evaluates
the importance of each separated sound source and extracts
ones with high importance. In this paper, it is assumed that
the importance of sound source becomes low according with
its distance to the microphone. The proposed method estimates
the distance of each sound source by using the spectral phase
variance which is calculated with the phase difference between
the two microphones. Based on the estimated distance, we
suppress distant sound sources and extract ones existing within
the desired region.

I. INTRODUCTION

Various techniques for separating observed mixture sound
into respective sound sources have been proposed [1]-[6]. They
are expected to be used for speech recognition systems, speech
communication systems, hearable devices, and so on. The
separated sound sources often include desired sound sources
and undesired sound sources. Hence, it is useful to establish
a system that automatically extracts only desired sounds and
removes unnecessary sounds. To achieve such systems, we
should evaluate the importance of sound sources. In this paper,
it is assume that the desired sound sources exist close to the
microphones equipped on a sound separation system, and the
importance of sound source becomes low when increasing
distance from the sound source position to the microphones.
Under this assumption, evaluating the importance of a sound
source results in estimating the distance from the sound source
to the microphones.

Shimoyama et al. reported about the relation between the
distance from a sound source to two microphones and the
variance of the spectral phase difference which is calculated
from two observed signals captured at respective microphones.
Hereafter, we called the distance as SPV (Spectral Phase
Variance). It has been reported that SPV differs depending
on the distance and the angle from the sound source to the
microphones where the zero degrees of the angle denotes the
front face of the microphones [7]-[9]. Here, at the same angle,
the experimental result of SPV increases as the distance from
the sound source to the stereo microphone increases. When the

angle is same, SPV increases as the distance increases. When
the distance is same, SPV increases as the angle increases.
Thus, the distance of the sound source can be obtained from
SPV and the angle.

Based on the report [7]-[9], we calculate SPV and the angle
of each separated sound source to estimate the distance, i.e., it
implies the importance of the separated sound. Unfortunately,
to obtain the relation between the distance, SPV and the angle,
we have to measure them at various sound source positions
in a target room in advance. This is a fatal restriction. To
solve this problem, we measure the relation of the distance,
SPV, angle for only two sound source positions in advance,
under the assumption that the relation can be approximated as
a cosine function. Based on the measured values, we obtain
a threshold of SPV with the angle that implies the distance
threshold. We use the threshold to judge the separated sound
source is a desired sound source or not. Here, the separated
sound sources is obtained by using a conventional sound
source separation method [6]. The proposed system extracts
only the desired sound sources whose positions are close
to the microphones and removes distant sound sources. To
confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method, we carried
out sound source separation experiments in an actual room.
Experimental results showed that the proposed method can
effectively remove distant sound sources.

II. SPECTRAL PHASE VARIANCE (SPV)

A. Phase Difference

Phase difference is the difference between two waves having
the same frequency and referenced to the same point in time.
Let s(t) be a sound source signal at time t. Assuming that
s(t) reaches the two microphones, Mic1 and Mic2, as a plane
wave as shown in Fig.1. Here, D [m] denotes the length of the
space between the two microphones, and θ [rad] denotes the
angle of the direction of arrival of s(t). As shown in Fig.1,
the sound source s(t) is firstly observed at Mic1 as a digital
signal x1(n), where n denotes discrete time index. After that,
it travels ∆d = D sin θ [m], and is observed at Mic2 as x2(n).
We assume that the digital signals consists of K sinusoids
given as
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Fig. 1. Plane wave radiated from acoustic source reaches the stereo micro-
phone at the angle θ.

x1(n) =
K∑

k=1

A1k sin(2πfk(n− φk)), (1)

x2(n) =
K∑

k=1

A2k sin(2πfk(n− τ − φk)). (2)

Where fk and φk denote the frequency and initial phase of the
kth sinusoid, Aik denotes the amplitude of the kth sinusoid
at Mic i, and τ denotes the time required for traveling ∆D.
Then, phase difference is defined as

ϕ(f) = 2π
∆d

v
f + 2nπ (∃n ∈ R, |ϕ(f)| ≤ π/2). (3)

The phase difference is proportional to f . Then, x2(n) is
rewritten as

x2(n) =
K∑

k=1

Aik sin(2πfkn− φk − ϕ(fk)). (4)

B. Spectral Phase Variance

In the previous section, we showed a linear relationship
between ϕ and f when only direct sound exists. On the
other hand, actual rooms usually generate a reverberation.
Due to the effect of the reverberation, the linear relationship
between ϕ and f is disturbed and variance occurs. To confirm
this phenomena, we measured the phase difference of signals
captured at two microphones in an actual room. Experimental
conditions are shown in TABLE I, where the shift size of STFT
analysis frame was put to a half of the STFT frame size. The
calculated ϕ(f) from the observed signals are plotted in Fig.
2, where the horizontal axis indicates f [Hz] and the vertical
axis indicates ϕ [rad]. Fig. 2 shows that a linear relationship
between ϕ and f exists although a variance is included. Three
solid lines in Fig. 2 are obtained from a regression line of this
data, where these lines satisfy (3). The slope a of the solid
lines is given as

a = arg min
k

J(k), (5)

J(k) =

M∑
i=1

{arg min
n∈Z

(ϕi − kfi + 2nπ)}2, (6)

TABLE I
CONDITIONS OF EXPERIMENT

sampling frequency 16kHz
frame size of STFT 4096
frame sift size of STFT 2048

Fig. 2. Phase difference at each frequency and regression line (sound reaching
from π/6 [rad] respect to stereo microphone).

where M is the number of frequencies. Also, SPV is defined
as

SPV =
J(a)
M

. (7)

C. SPV Varies Depending on Sound Source Position

It has been reported that the SPV, shown in the equation
(7), varies depending on the positional relationship between
the stereo microphone and sound source under reverberant
field [7][8]. In order to confirm this, we measured SPV in a
lecture room. The outline of experiment is shown in Fig. 3. The
distance to microphone is 1m, 2m, 3m, the angle θ changes
every distance to π/18 [rad] in the range of −π/2 ∼ π/2. The
result is shown in Fig. 4, where the horizontal axis indicates
θ [rad] and the vertical axis indicates SPV. As distance and
angle increase, SPV increases. For θ, SPV is smallest at θ = 0
for all distance. The amount of change of SPV is large around
±π/4 radian and small at around 0 or ±π/2 rad. Also, SPV
is approximately line symmetric with θ = 0. In Section 3, we
construct distant sound sources suppression method based on
these considerations.

III. SUPPRESS DISTANT SOUND SOURCES

Shown in Fig. 4, SPV increases as the distance and angle
increases. In this paper, we assume the importance of sound
source becomes low according with its distance to the mi-
crophone. Here, we consider that all desired sound sources
exist within L [m] from the microphone. For the property that
SPV increases according to the distance, sound sources are
distinguished whether a distant one or not. We can distinguish
when “SPV and θ of each sound source” and “SPV for all θ at
L[m]” are acquired. In order that acquiring “SPV for all θ at
L[m]” is extremely difficult, we consider a method of curve
fitting from a finite number of measured data. Furthermore,
we also consider the method of estimate the existence angle
θ of each separated sound source.
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Fig. 3. Positional relationship between acoustic source and stereo microphone.

Fig. 4. SPV mesured in various positional relationship shown in Fig. 3.
Horizontal axis indicates θ and same distance is indicated in the same symbol.

A. Curve Fitting for SPV
In this section, we define a model of a function representing

the relationship between SPV and θ. From the result shown
in Fig. 4, the following considerations are obtained

1) SPV is smallest at θ = 0.
2) The amount of change of SPV is large around ±π/4

radian and small at around 0 or ±π/2 rad.
3) SPV is approximately line symmetric with θ = 0.

Also, since the stereo microphone and the sound source have
the positional relationship shown in Fig. 1, we predicted that
there is periodicity with one period as −π/2 ∼ π/2 for theta.
From these considerations, we consider approximating SPV
for θ with following a cosine function

V = −p cos(2θ) + q, (8)

where the unit of θ is radian and p and q is unknown parameter.
Here, we consider how to calculate unknown param-

eters p and q. When the data sets of angle and SPV
([θ1, V1] ∼ [θN , VN ]) are obtained, the sum of squares of the
observed value and the residual of the model is given as

S =
N∑
i=1

(Vi + p cos(2θi)− q)2. (9)

The partially differentiate equation (9) with p, q, set the result
to zero, is given as

∂S

∂p
= 2

N∑
i=1

(Vi + p cos(2θi)− q) cos(2θi) = 0, (10)

∂S

∂q
= −2

N∑
i=1

(Vi + p cos(2θi)− q) = 0. (11)

The p and q are obtained by simultaneously solving equation
(10) and (11). The result is given as

p =
NΣVi cos(2θi) + Σ cos(2θi)ΣVi

NΣ(cos(2θi))2 − (Σ cos(2θi))2
, (12)

q =
ΣVi + pΣ(cos(2θi))

2

N
. (13)

In order to verify the approximate accuracy of the equation
(8), we conducted experiment in actual environments. This
experiment was done in three rooms shown in Fig. 5∼7.
Distance of sound source and microphone was 0.5m，1m，
1.5m，2m, and θ was every π/18 radian in the range of
−π/2 ∼ π/2 radian to get the curve shape. Fig. 8∼10
show the measurement result and approximate curves, here,
the horizontal axis is θ[rad] and the vertical axis is SPV.
Also, measured discrete points are plotted and the approximate
curves are represented by a solid line of the same color as the
plot. These figures shows that the relation between SPV and θ
can be approximated by the equation (8) in all environments.
Furthermore, it can be seen that the difference from the ap-
proximate curve increases as the distance from the microphone
increases. Here, it was found that the approximation accuracy
is relatively high at the short distance of 1.5m or less. As a
whole, it is expected that an approximate curve can be used
effectively if the threshold distance is within about 1.5m.

The equation (8) has two unknown parameters, so it is
possible to calculate unknown parameters from at least two
measured data. We verified which two angle of data minimize
misrecognitions. For data shown in Fig. 8∼10, we researched
the number of false recognition. In this case, the number of
false recognition is the sum of the number of sound sources
which is not judged to be far despite it is 2m and the number
of it which in judged far despite it is 0.5m or 1m. The sum
in the three environments is shown in Fig. 11. The first row
and the first column are angles[◦], and others are the number
of false recognitions. Since it is redundant, the upper right is
blank. The hatched cell has no value due to the nature of the
equation (12). Unfortunately, there is no zero. This indicates
that proposed method is not always valid. However, it can be
said that proposed method is sufficiently effective when using
a pair of angles indicated by a cell painted in red in Fig. 11.

B. Angle Estimation

According to Fig. 8∼10, if SPV and θ are obtained, we can
estimate the sound source distance L. Here, we consider the
estimation method of the angle θ of the sound source.

In Fig. 1, when the arrival angle of the sound wave is θ,
∆d is expressed as in

∆d = av/2π, (14)

where a is the slope calculated in (5) and v is the speed of
sound. Here, θ is given as θ = sin−1(∆d/D). From this and
(14), estimated angle θ̂ is given as

θ̂ = sin−1(av/2πD). (15)
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Fig. 5. Environment 1, small conference room. Sound absorbing materials
reduce reflected sound from table.

Fig. 6. Environment 2, laboratory. There are several tables and chairs.

Fig. 7. Environment 3, lecture room. There are many tables and chairs.

The result of angle estimation in environment 1 is shown in
Fig. 12. The θ̂ is calculated by equation (15) with v = 340m/s
and D = 0.05m. The horizontal axis indicates θ[◦] and the
vertical axis indicates θ̂[◦]. The black line indicates true value.

As the angle became larger, the error from the true value
increased. In particular, the estimated angle for ±π/2 rad is
more than ±π/6 rad apart. Probably, v is not accurate and
the microphone itself has a width so D is not accurate. It is
difficult to measure these value precisely every time, so θ̂ has
to be corrected.

Fig. 13 shows the outline of method to correct angles. Now,
the relationship seems to be θ̂ = kθ, so we have to estimate
slope k̂. The k̂ is estimated from the set of θ̂ and θ at two
points

(
[θ̂1, θ1], [θ̂2, θ2]

)
as in

k̂ =
θ̂2 − θ̂1
θ2 − θ1

. (16)

Fig. 8. SPV for each positions and approximate functions (environment 1).
The same color corresponds to the same distance.

Fig. 9. SPV for each positions and approximate functions (environment 2).
The same color corresponds to the same distance.

Fig. 10. SPV for each positions and approximate functions (environment 3).
The same color corresponds to the same distance.

Fig. 11. Sum of the number of false recognition. Small numbers are better.
Red cells indicate the best results.

When θ̂ obtained by (15), the corrected angle θ̂′ is given as

θ̂′ = θ̂/k̂. (17)

It was confirmed that the accuracy of angle that is corrected
by two point of 1.5m, π/3 and −π/6. Fig. 14 shows the
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Fig. 12. Result of angle estimation (environment 1). θ indicates true angle
and θ̂ indicates estimated angle.

Fig. 13. Outline of angle correction. The relationship seems to be θ̂ = kθ.
Estimate slope k from two points and correct the relationship to θ̂′ = θ̂/k.

Fig. 14. Result of angle correction (environment 1). θ indicates true angle and
θ̂′ indicates corrected angle.

result in environment 1. It shows that the corrected angle is
close to the true value. Also, the result of environment 2 and
environment 3 are shown in Fig. 15 and 16. From these results,
it is considered that angle correction is effective. In this paper,
we estimate angles using this.

C. Construction of Distant Sound Source Removal System

From the verification result so far, we construct a distant
sound sources removal system. First, set the threshold distance
L [m] and measure SPV at 2 angles. An approximate curve is
created from the value by a least squares method and is used
as a threshold value. By comparing SPV at estimated angle θ
of each separated sound source with the threshold value, the
desired sound sources are acquired, and distant sound sources
are removed.

Fig. 15. Estimated angle (above) and corrected angle (below) (environment 2).
θ indicates true angle, θ̂ indicates estimated angle, and θ̂′ indicates corrected
angle.

Fig. 16. Estimated angle (above) and corrected angle (below) (environment 3).
θ indicates true angle, θ̂ indicates estimated angle, and θ̂′ indicates corrected
angle.
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IV. EXPERIMENT

A. Conditions of Experiment

In an actual environment, we recorded a sound using a
stereo microphone. Here, three sound sources were set at
predetermined positions and sounded each sound. The arrange-
ment of the microphone and speaker at the time of recording
is shown in Fig. 17. Three sound sources are referred to as
S1, S2, and S3. Experimental condition is as shown in TABLE
II. The observation signal is shown in Fig. 18. The horizontal
axis indicates time[s], and the vertical axis indicates amplitude.
The upper waveform is the sound observed with Mic1 and the
bottom waveform is the sound observed with Mic2. The arrows
on the waveform indicate the range of each sound sources.

B. Results and Discussion

The SPV and angle estimation of each separated sound
source are shown in TABLE III. The error between the
estimated angle and the actual angle was −12.2◦ in S1, 1.2◦

in S2, and 1.3◦ in S3. Estimated angle of S1 has a large error.
This error will be a future research. In Fig. 19, the result of
TABLE III is plotted and the previously acquired threshold
value is drawn with a black curve. The horizontal axis is θ[◦]
, and the vertical axis is SPV. From the same figure, the S2
exists above the curve, so regarded as a distant sound source
and removed. As a result, separated sound sources of S1 and
S3 shown in Fig. 20 were extracted.

TABLE II
CONDITIONS OF EXPERIMENT

number of sound sources 3
number of microphones 2
sampling frequency 16kHz
frame size of STFT 4096
frame sift size of STFT 2048
threshold Distance 1.5m
threshold creation angle 80◦ and −10◦

TABLE III
θ, θ̂′ , AND SPV OF EACH SEPARATED SOUNDS

sound source θ[◦] θ̂′[◦] SPV
S1 　 −30 −42.2 0.20
S2 　 0 1.2 0.42
S3 　 60 61.3 0.43

Fig. 17. Speaker arrangement respect to 2ch recorder.

Fig. 18. Observation signal. The upper waveform is sound observed with Mic1
and the bottom waveform is sound observed with Mic2. S1, S2, S3 denote
sound sources, respectively. Here, S1 and S3 exist near and S2 exists distant
from the stereo microphone.

Fig. 19. Estimation results of sound source distance. Solid line indicates
approximate curve at threshold distance. SPV and estimated angle of each
sound sources are plotted. Triangle indicates S1, circle indicates S2, and
square indicates S3.

Fig. 20. Waveforms of separated sound sources judged as near position.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper, we proposed the method that suppresses
distant sound sources. In the proposed method, distant sound
sources are suppressed as below. First, acquire SPV at two
angles with different threshold distances in advance. Second,
the observed mixture sound is separated into respective sound
sources and also acquire SPV of each sound sources. Finally,
based on each SPV and threshold SPV, distant sound sources
are removed and only sound sources that exist in desired
region are output. Experiment in actual room clarified the
effectiveness of the proposed method.
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